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1. Introduction: Challenges in 

dealing with meaning

• Multiple ways of saying the same

restaurants that serve vegetarian food

restaurants that serve vegetarian fare

• Forms usually have more than one meaning

This restaurant serves good food

He served his times in the navy



What kind of information can we 

find in a dictionary?

MacMillan Dictionary, 

https://www.macmillandictionary.co
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pronunciation
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What kind of information can we 

find in a dictionary?

lemma

word-senses

pronunciation

PoS
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What kind of information can we 

find in a dictionary?

lemma

word-senses or lexical units

pronunciation

PoS

MacMillan Dictionary, 

https://www.macmillandictionary.co

m

definitions

https://www.macmillandictionary.com


Polysemy

A given form is associated to different senses (somehow related)

This restaurant serves Italian food

He served his time in the US Army

The germans sank the ship

The ship sank

Sp. política migratoria → Eng. migration policies

Sp. política española → Eng. Spanish politics

…

different selectional restrictions

different syntactic construction

different translations



What kind of information can we 

find in a dictionary?

MacMillan Dictionary, 

https://www.macmillandictionary.com

phraseology

give advice: Let me give you some advice.

take someone’s advice (=do what someone advises): I took his advice 

and left

https://www.macmillandictionary.com
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/took


What kind of information can we 

find in a dictionary?

Longman

NB: If we want to translate go for a 

walk into Spanish, we cannot do it

literally:

#ir a por un paseo

https://www.ldoceonline.com/es-LA/


1. Introduction: Dictionaries, 

repositories of lexical meaning

Lemma: form representing a word and its inflectional variants, 
headword. Ex.: child  ← child, children

Lexeme|lexical unit: pairing of a word form and one unique meaning 
<L, ‘L’>

Word sense: discrete representation of an aspect of the meaning of a 
word (Jurafsky & Martin 2006)

Phraseme: multiword expression the meaning of which cannot be 
derived from the addition of its parts

Collocation: compositional multiword that is not freely formed 

Some basic concepts



1. Introduction: human 

readable/machine readable

Extract of the entry for cat in 

dbpedia



2. How to represent lexical 

meaning

1. Textual models (⟵ corpora, distributional semantics)

2. Primitive decompostion: the meaning of a lexeme is

decomposed into semantic primitives

3. Relations between senses (synonymy, hypernymy, 

hyponymy) and event participants



2. How to represent lexical 

meaning: primitive decomposition

KILL(x, y) ⇔CAUSE(x(BECOME(NOT(ALIVE(y))))

hen +chicken +adult +female

rooster +chicken +adult -female

chick +chicken -adult

Primitive decomposition of kill

Semantic features definitions



2. How to represent lexical 

meaning: primitive decomposition

V

_____ <NPj>

[Event CAUSE ([Thing ]i [Event GO ([Thing LIQUID]j,

[Path TO ([Place IN ([Thing MOUTH OF ([Thing ]i)])])])])]

drink

Lexical Conceptual Structure (R. Jackendoff)



2. How to respresent lexical 

meaning 

1. Textual models (⟵ corpora, distributional semantics)

2. Componential analysis: the meaning of a lexeme is 

decomposed into semantic primitives

3. Relations between senses (synonymy, hypernymy, 

hyponymy) and event participants



3. Relations between senses

• Synonymy: one sense is shared by more than one word

nice, good, pleasant

• Antonymy: words with opposite senses

nice | hateful, mean…



3. Relations between senses

Hyponymy: hyponym IS A (kind of) hypernym

hamburger IS A kind of food

Meronymy: relations whole-part; meronym IS A PART of 

holonym

a hand HAS fingers

hyponym hypernym

meronym holonym



3. Relations between senses

hyponym IS A (kind of) hypernym

hamburger IS A kind of food

hyponym hypernym



3. Relations between senses: 

Ontology, taxonomy

entity

physical entity

matter

substance

food, nutrient

sandwich

…

hamburger

abstract entity thing

solid
vegetable 

matter

… …

poison …

…

…

…



WordNet

• a lexical database that began with English and has been extended 

to other languages

• organized according to the relations between lexical units: 

synonymy, hyperonymy, meronymy...

• unit of description: synset (‘set of synonyms’)

3. Relations between senses: resources



vehicle

is-a

car1; auto; machine6; motorcar

has-part engine;
airbag;
glove

compartment

cab;hack; taxi
; taxicab

ambulance

coupe

is-a

is-a

is-a

Wordnet



3. Relations between senses: Other

projects

• EuroWordNet: http://projects.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/

English+Languages of Spain can be accessed

throughhttp://adimen.si.ehu.es/cgi-

bin/wei/public/wei.consult.perl

• BabelNet: https://www.babelnet.org/

• …

http://projects.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/
http://adimen.si.ehu.es/cgi-bin/wei/public/wei.consult.perl
https://www.babelnet.org/


 



3. Relations between senses:

Applications of WordNet

Jurafsky & Martin 2006: ch. 20



4. Event participants

who, what, to whom, 

other terms: semantic roles, thematic roles, arguments

structure, actants of the lexical unit

Example:

eat(x,y)

x = the EATER

y = EATEN substance



4. Event participants: 

thematic roles

Jurafsky and Martin 2007: 

Figs. 19.5 and 19.6



4. Event participants: 

resources
PropBank: bank of annotated sentences (NB: a TreeBank 

annotated with semantic roles rather than a dictionary)

Arg0, Arg1… Argn

Agent-like
Patient-like

Other roles

Simplified PropBank entry (Jurafsky and Martin 2006)



5.Event participants: resources

Frame elements ~ Thematic roles

FrameNet



5. Event Participants: resources

Agent as subject

Victim as subject

FrameNet



5. Event participants: 

Applications of resources

• FrameNet and PropBank have been used as training 

datasets and for training in semantic role labeling (aka 

shallow semantic parsing)

• Semantic role labeling is used in tasks such as rule-based 

machine translation

• It improves understanding tasks and has been used in 

information extraction



4. Applications for word sense 

disambiguation

They washed the dishes.

Mr Chen ate several vegetarian dishes.



4. Applications for word sense disambiguation 

and linking entity

Thomas and Mario played as strikers in Munich



4. Applications for word sense disambiguation 

and linking entity



4. Applications for word sense disambiguation 

and linking entity

Navigli (2015) Babelnet



4. Applications for word sense disambiguation 

and linking entity

Navigli (2015) Babelnet



Qui qui pt0cn000 qui pr0cn000

5. Summary

1. An online dictionary (such as McMillan) IS NOT a 

computational lexicon

- because is aimed at humans

BUT

- it shares a lot of lexical information useful for a NLP  system

2. Lexicon is the basis of all other phases of processing:

- PoS for the tagging and the syntactic parsing

- Semantic Features for the semantic analysis

3. Lexical resources for NLP have been focused on

- semantic relations between words (WordNet)

- argument-predicate relations (FrameNet)

4. Next years BIG CORPORA will be the main source


